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Noise Considerations When Determining Phase
of Large-Signal Microwave Measurements
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Daniel Gunyan, Member, IEEE, and Anthony Edward Parker, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Advances in microwave instrumentation now make it
feasible to accurately measure not only the magnitude spectrum,
but also the phase spectrum of wide-bandwidth signals. In a
practical measurement, the spectrum is measured over a finite
window of time. The phase spectrum is related to the position of
this window, causing the spectrum to differ between measurements of an identical waveform. It is difficult to compare multiple
measurements with different window positions or to incorporate
them into a model. Several methods have been proposed for determining the phase spectrum such that multiple measurements can
be effectively compared and utilized in models. The methods are
reviewed in terms of the information required to determine the
phase and compared in terms of their robustness in the presence
of measurement noise.
Index Terms—Intermodulation distortion, measurement uncertainty, nonlinear systems, phase measurement.

Fig. 1. Phase measurement repeated over a period of time (less than 1 h) for
three tones in a multitone signal. Although the sources and measurement system
are phase locked to a common reference, the measured phase varies slowly over
time due to drift and imperfect phase locking in the system.

I. INTRODUCTION
FTEN nonlinear systems are characterized only by their
magnitude spectrum. For instance, verifying spectral mask
compliance or determining the third-order intercept point of an
amplifier only requires magnitude information. For advanced
applications, such as device modeling and linearization, the
phase spectrum provides important information and can be
readily obtained over wide bandwidths with equivalent-time
sampling oscilloscopes or nonlinear network analyzers [1],
[2].
The magnitude spectrum of a periodic signal does not depend on the starting time of the time-domain window because
the spectrum is independent of time shift. This property allows
straightforward comparison of measurements made at different
times.
The phase spectrum is dependent on the relative starting time
of the time-domain window, making it difficult to compare measurements, or incorporate several measurements made with different starting times into a model. The Fourier transform of a
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time-shifted waveform, expressed in terms of magnitude and
phase, is
(1)
is a time-domain function with time shift of ,
where
is the corresponding frequency spectrum, is the angular
frequency, and
is the argument of (the angle associated
with the complex quantity ).
The difficulty is in finding the relative time shift between two
measurements made at different times in the presence of measurement noise and without an absolute time-reference. Fig. 1 is
an example of a phase measurement using the large-signal network analyzer (LSNA) system described in [2] repeated over
a period of time. The measurements are before any processing
and may differ from those obtained by other LSNA instruments,
such as [1], published in the literature. The phase varies slowly
over time due to drift and imperfect phase locking in the system.
Note that while the measured phase appeared to follow a linear
trend, consistent with a phase lock drift, this is not always the
case.
In linear systems, the issue is resolved by extracting a linear
time-invariant model. For measurements of nonlinear systems,
alignment methods and time-zero cancellation methods have
been proposed for determining the phase. Alignment methods
seek to align the measured signal to an explicit target signal,
while time-zero cancellation methods seek to cancel in (1)
through a linear transformation of the measured phase values.
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While a variety of phase processing methods have been reported in the literature, the consequences of measurement noise
on the variance of the transformed phase is often not considered.
However, it has been noted that different alignment methods can
result in different uncertainties [3] and a study of time-domain
methods for aligning noisy signals was conducted in [4].
This paper provides analysis of the uncertainty in the timezero cancellation methods and a comparison with the alignment
methods using real measurements. It shows that the time-zero
cancellation methods have a variance that can change significantly across the measurement bandwidth. The covariance matrix for the time-zero cancellation method is derived and can be
used when the transformed measurements are used for developing models.
Section II describes the extraction of linear time-invariant
models for linear systems. Section III gives an overview of
phase-determining methods that have been proposed for systems with energy at the fundamental frequency, and Section IV
gives an overview of phase-determining methods that have
been proposed for systems without energy at the fundamental
frequency. The methods are presented in a historical order
such that the reader may gain insight into the development
of this theory. Section V derives the covariance matrix for
the time-zero cancellation method. Section VI presents measurement examples using some of the methods described in
Section IV.
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is the variance of the variable and
is a
where
function that returns the argument of (the angle associated
with the complex quantity of ).
The model has the property that if the variance of
and
are statistically independent and do not change
is statistically inwith frequency, then the variance of
dependent and does not change with frequency.
Nonlinear system theory currently does not offer such a practical solution. Nonlinear time-series models, which are an extension of the linear moving average and autoregressive moving average models are possible, but a nonlinear system can have many
states that depend on both time and amplitude. Unlike the linear
case, it is difficult to excite every state in a nonlinear system and
the large number of states can make the model computationally
large.
III. NONLINEAR SYSTEM-FUNDAMENTAL TONE PRESENT
A simple case is one where the signals of interest contain
energy at the fundamental frequency. The signal-alignment
process is easier because the phase of the fundamental rotates
through 360 once only, over one period of the signal. This
section gives an overview of time-domain signal alignment,
fundamental alignment, frequency-domain alignment, and
time-zero cancellation methods when the fundamental tone is
present.
A. Time-Domain Signal Alignment

II. LINEAR SYSTEMS
In linear systems, the phase-determination problem is often
resolved by extracting a linear time-invariant model. The output
of a linear time-invariant system as a function of input
is given by

(2)
where is the time and
is the system’s impulse response.
does not depend on ,
This definition is useful because
and
do.
even though the signals
Applying the Fourier transform to both sides of (2) gives

The goal of signal alignment is to calculate the relative time
shift between signals. The simplest method is to calculate the
time shift between a measured and a target signal.
Ideally the measured signal is a time-delayed version of the
target signal that has been corrupted by Gaussian noise. The
first measurement can be used as the target signal (as is done in
this paper) or estimated from multiple measurements [5]. When
calculating relative time shift between three or more signals, the
“complete cross-correlation” method has been shown to be the
most accurate [4].
One method is to maximize the cross-correlation of the measured and target signal, i.e., to maximize

(5)
(3)
, and
are the Fourier transforms of
and
respectively.
is, therefore, easily extracted in
A discrete version of
the frequency domain using a vector network analyzer. A discrete frequency-domain model that uses the extracted data is a
finite state moving average model in the time domain and has
well-understood limitations.
and
are
If the measurements of the phase
is
independent, then the variance of
where

(4)

which is the cross-correlation of the target signal
and mea.
sured signal
This is a nonlinear problem without an explicit solution and
can be difficult to solve due to a large number of local maximums. The signal-alignment algorithm used in the comparative
study [4] used a golden section search and parabolic interpolation to evaluate the local minimums of the error function in
search of the global solution.
For multiport systems, the signal-alignment method might be
applied only to the incident wave and the other ports time shifted
accordingly. This might be useful, for example, for observing
changes in phase over bias in a transistor.
The advantage of signal alignment is its good immunity to
measurement noise. The method requires an explicit target
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signal. A distorted target signal (random noise, linear/nonlinear
distortion, or systematic error) can have an effect on the variance and correctness of the assumptions.
B. Fundamental Alignment
In many situations, the target signal and corresponding phases
may not be known. Fundamental alignment is a method that requires an arbitrary choice of target phase and has an explicit
solution. The fundamental can be aligned to an arbitrary phase
(this paper will consider the alignment of the fundamental phase
to 0 ) without consideration of the harmonic frequencies. An explicit solution was formally considered by Jargon et al. [6], but
had been previously implemented in LSNA software by Verspecht and Vanden Bossche for visualization purposes only [7].
Consider signal components at frequencies with phases ,
is
where is the fundamental frequency of the spectrum and
the measured phase at the fundamental frequency. The aligned
phase of the component at , denoted , is given by

(6)
where
, is an integer
, and the phases are
(i.e.,
). Note that
.
modulo
It is interesting to note that an arbitrary does not affect the
and is referred to as “time-invariant phase” in
aligned phase
[6]. This invariance to is the basis of time-zero cancellation
discussed below.
Now consider the variance (or combined uncertainty [8]) assuming that the frequency relationship is perfectly known and

of the measured and target signal. Frequency-domain alignment
considered in [9] is performed by minimizing the least squared
error between the measured and target phases.
The choice of target signal/phases will depend on the application. In this paper, the target phases are chosen to be the first
measurement, but various (often superior) approaches can be
used for estimating the target signal from the measurement data
[4]. Alternatively, the target phases could be those programed
into the signal generator or from another port in a multiport
system [9]. Care must be taken when selecting the target signal,
as distortion can increase the observed variance.
For aligning measurements that contain noise, a least squares
or a weighted least squares problem is formulated. When the
phase measurements have equal variance, the least squares
problem is to minimize the error function

(8)
where is the time shift,
is a vector of phases with index
, and
is the vector of target phases with index .
Frequency-domain alignment is closely related to time-domain signal alignment. In fact, the solutions converge to the
same estimate when the signals perfectly align.
To demonstrate this, consider that the real-valued time-domain signals to be aligned consist of a discrete set of tones.
, the
Noting the Fourier transform pair
time-domain signal-alignment problem is that of maximizing a
Fourier series

(9)

(10)

(11)
(7)
where
is the covariance of the variables and .
If the variance of the measurements of
and
are due
to independent processes, then the covariance can be assumed
, the aligned phase will
zero. Therefore, for large values of
have significantly greater variance than the measured phase.
For multiport systems, the fundamental alignment method
might be applied only to the incident wave and the other ports
time shifted accordingly.

,
,
, and
is the
where
,
is the phase of the target
,
amplitude of the target
is the amplitude of the measured signal
, and
is the
phase of the measured signal
.
If the signals align perfectly, then at the solution,
modulo
must be zero. Expanding
at the solution
in a
when the signals align perfectly
Taylor series truncated to the second order
and substituting gives

C. Frequency-Domain Alignment
when the
Frequency-domain alignment estimates a time
phases align. This was formally considered in [9] and called
“phase detrending.” The method is very similar to signal alignment and is referred to here as frequency-domain alignment.
The signal-alignment method presented in Section III-A is performed in the time domain by maximizing the cross-correlation

(12)
(13)
where

modulo

(i.e.,

).
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Maximization of
is equivalent to minimization of
.
Therefore, the solution of time-domain signal-alignment converges to the solution of the frequency-domain alignment
problem (8) when the tones have equal magnitude and the
signals are perfectly aligned.
Frequency-domain alignment has the same advantage as
signal alignment, i.e., that of good immunity to measurement noise. Both the time-domain signal-alignment and
frequency-domain alignment methods require explicit target
phases of the signal to be measured.
The time-domain signal alignment implicitly weights the
error function in proportion to the magnitude squared of the
frequency components. This weighting may be correct for
many systems where the variance of the phase is inversely
proportional to the magnitude squared of the signal, but this is
not the case for the LSNA presented in [2]. Frequency-domain
alignment does not make any assumptions about the weights,
hence, an appropriately weighted version of (8) would be
expected to perform better in a broad range of measurement
systems.
D. Time-Zero Cancellation
The high uncertainty in the fundamental alignment method
described in Section III-B has lead to development of methods
to reduce the propagation of errors for some measurement scenarios. The signal-alignment methods seek to estimate then
). Time-zero
align the signal to time zero (a point where
cancellation applies a linear transform to the phase such that the
new phase values are not dependent on [10].
as
Consider expressing a frequency
(14)
where and are the integer coefficients in a linear combination of the carrier frequency and frequency .
is defined
The time-zero cancellation phase at frequency
as
(15)
is the measured phase at
,
is the measured
where
is the measured phase at
phase at the carrier frequency, and
the fundamental frequency.
Assuming the variance of the measurement is not correlated
across frequency, the variance of the time-zero cancellation
phase is given by
if
if

(16)
otherwise

where
is the variance of the time-zero cancellation
,
is the variance of the measured phase
,
phase
and
is the variance of the measured phase
at the carrier
frequency.
is much greater
Therefore, when the carrier frequency
than the frequency , the variance of the time-zero cancellation
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method is significantly less than the variance of the fundamental
are typically much
alignment method (7) because and
less than . Similar to the fundamental alignment method, the
time-zero cancellation method only requires arbitrary selected
target phases.
For a mixer application, the carrier frequency might exist
at the IF port.
at the local-oscillator port and the frequency
The time-zero cancellation method might be applied to the RF
from the local-oscillator port and
from the IF
port using
port. For multiport applications, the variance will differ from
that derived in (16).
IV. NONLINEAR SYSTEM-FUNDAMENTAL SUPPRESSED
Often a multitone signal has no energy at the fundamental
frequency. The methods presented in Section III can be applied to nonlinear systems where the fundamental tone is not
present with little or no modification. An overview of time-domain signal-alignment, frequency-domain alignment, two-tone
envelope alignment (equivalent to fundamental alignment, but
for the case when the fundamental is suppressed) and time-zero
cancellation methods when the fundamental tone is suppressed
or not present is presented here.
A. Time/Frequency-Domain Alignment
Time-domain signal alignment with a suppressed fundamental is the same as in Section III-A. The case is typically
more difficult to solve due to the large number of local maximums with very close maximum values. This is because the
tones of the signal traverse many 360 cycles over one period.
Frequency-domain alignment with a suppressed fundamental
tone is the same as in Section III-C. The case is typically more
difficult to solve due to the large number of local minimums
with very close minimum values.
Consider the example of ten unity magnitude tones evenly
spaced from 1 to 1.09 GHz. Each tone of the measured signal has
a phase of 0 and the target signal is the same, but time shifted
by 0.5 ns. A graphical example of the time-domain signal-alignment error function (inverted and with an offset) and frequencydomain alignment error function are shown in Fig. 2. The error
functions have many local extreme points. The signals align perns, the global solution to both error functions.
fectly at
B. Two-Tone Envelope Alignment
Two-tone envelope alignment is an extension of the fundamental alignment method from Section III-B. When signals are
considered that have no energy at the fundamental frequency ,
can be redefined as the difference in phase of two adjacent
,
, and
).
reference frequency components (
The phase of the envelope of the two-tone signal is then . This
effectively sets the phase difference of two adjacent frequencies
to a fixed value. In this paper, the phase difference is set to zero,
but could be set to an arbitrary target phase difference. Two-tone
envelope alignment was first used as part of a derivation for the
initial estimate of the frequency-domain alignment solution [9].
, then
Letting
(17)
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be the difference in phase between two adjacent reference tones
,
, and
). This effectively sets the phase
(
of two adjacent tones to a fixed value. In this paper, the phases
of the two adjacent tones are set to zero, but could be set to any
arbitrary target phases. This technique was first investigated for
two-tone intermodulation distortion by [11] and further by [12]
and [10].
and expanding (15), for this case
Letting
gives
(19)
Fig. 2. Example plot of the frequency-domain alignment error function E (t)
and the time-domain alignment error function f ? g + 20. The error functions
typically have many local extreme points, which makes evaluation of the global
minimum difficult. This is an example of ten tones evenly spaced from 1 to
1.09 GHz with unity magnitude. There is no noise in this example, therefore,
there is an exact solution E (t) = 0 and f ? g + 20 = 0 to both problems
at t = 0:5 ns. The minimum value of the function log[E (t)] is much less than
1, but is not shown due to truncation of the y -axis.

0

The time-zero cancellation phase can be considered as the
phase deviation from a “reference nonlinearity” excited with
measurements, the
the adjacent reference tones [12]. For
“reference nonlinearity” might be the following:

0

0

where
is the aligned phase at the frequency
and
is the measured phase at
,
is the measured phase at the
is the measured phase at the lower
carrier frequency and
adjacent frequency.
Consider the variance assuming that the frequency relationship is perfectly known and the phase measurements are independent as follows:

(20)
Expanding the
fundamental and

reference nonlinearity (20) for the
distortion products, where
gives

(21)
where , ,
, and
are the amplitudes of the refgenerated from the reference nonlinearity
erence distortion
.
Subtracting the phase of the reference distortion from the
measured phase for each corresponding frequency gives the
distortion example,
time-zero cancellation phase. For the
the time-zero cancellation phases are

otherwise.
(18)
The resulting variance of the two-tone envelope alignment
phase can be significantly greater than the variance of the measured phase in certain applications. Consider the measurement
)
of the phase of the third-order intermodulation product (
in a two-tone test. The variance of the aligned phase would
be significantly greater than the measured phase when the tone
spacing is small. Consider a two-tone test with tones at 1 GHz
] and 1.001 GHz
, where the variance of the mea[
is equal and independent across frequency.
sured phase
phase
For this example, the variance of the aligned
would be more than 60 dB greater than the variance of the measured
phase .
C. Time-Zero Cancellation
Cancellation of time zero when the fundamental is suppressed
is an extension of the time-zero cancellation method presented
is chosen to
in Section III-D. The phase of the fundamental

(22)

The time-zero cancellation method (19) is equivalent to signal
alignment only when the following holds:

modulo

(23)

Therefore, time-zero cancellation cannot be regarded generally as a signal-alignment method and care must be taken when
using data transformed in this way. Alternatively, an alignment method can be used to align the phases of two adjacent
frequency components to their corresponding explicit target
phases. This was considered in [9] as a starting estimate for the
frequency-domain alignment problem.
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Assuming the variance of the measurement is not correlated
across frequency, the variance of the time-zero cancellation
phase is given by
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puted (which corresponds to the transfer function since the timezero cancellation phase is a linear transform)

otherwise.
(24)
Using the previous two-tone example from Section IV-B of a
] and a 1.001-GHz
tone, the variance of the
1-GHz [
increases by less than 8 dB. Thus, this method
phase of the
is suitable for narrowband modulations, but is not suitable for
wide-bandwidth applications. For the example shown in [13], a
multitone signal was generated with 800-MHz bandwidth, carrier frequency of 3.66 GHz, and fundamental of 1.8 MHz. The
resulting variance of the time-zero cancellation phase would be
up to 48 dB greater than the measured phase for some frequency
components in the signal.
and
would typically be
For a multiport system,
taken from the incident wave and the time-zero cancellation applied to all ports. References [11] and [12] give examples of a
two-port excited by a two-tone excitation.

V. COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR TIME-ZERO CANCELLATION
Phase determination using time-zero cancellation has been
suggested for modeling applications [10]. At first glance, the
method appears to simplify the fitting of models, but the method
introduces correlation in the phase across frequency, which must
be taken into consideration.
. If the meaTake an example of a four-tone signal
surements of the phase are independent with equal variance,
then the covariance matrix for the measured phase would be

(25)

(27)
of quantities after the time-zero
The covariance matrix
cancellation transform is applied is given by (see [14] for a
proof)

(28)

The time-zero cancellation transform is linear, therefore, this
method provides an accurate covariance matrix for the timezero cancellation phase. From the covariance matrix, an increase
in the variance
is observed as well as a high correlation
between the first and fourth tones.
Typically the population covariance is not known, thus the
is used after transformation using (28).
sample covariance
A confidence region for the mean vector
can then be specified for the measurement as

(29)
where is the number of samples, is the sample mean vector,
is the transformed sample covariance matrix, and
is the upper
th percentile of the distribution [15].
VI. MEASUREMENTS

where
is the variance of the measured phase.
If the individual phases have Gaussian distribution, then the
multivariate Gaussian (normal) distribution is given by

To verify the theoretical derivation for the propagation of
measurement error, measurements were taken with the measurement system described in [2]. The signal source, phase reference clock, and the receiver hardware were phase locked via a
10-MHz reference. The phase varies slowly with time, as can
be seen in Fig. 1, due to drift and imperfect phase locking. Two
measurements were performed: a two-tone measurement and a
multitone measurement.

(26)
and
is the
where is the vector of phases
corresponding to the
vector of mean values
elements in , and is the number of elements in .
To compute the covariance matrix for the time-zero cancellation phase (19), the multivariate Jacobian matrix is first com-

A. Multitone Measurement
The multitone consists of 41 pseudorandom phased tones
spaced 1 MHz apart centered around 10 GHz (10-GHz carrier
with 20 tones spaced either side), generated with an Agilent E8267C PSG. To calculate the sample variance of the
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Fig. 3. Time-zero cancellation phase and frequency-domain alignment phase
for eight tones of the 41-tone (multitone) signal. The frequency-domain
alignment phase and time-zero cancellation phase are represented with an error
bar giving the minimum and maximum measured values around a mean. The
frequency-domain alignment has fairly constant variance across the frequency
range, resulting in fairly constant error bar size. The time-zero cancellation
phase is set to zero with zero variance at k = 1, m = 0, and k = 1; m = 1,
and has increasing sample spread for frequencies further away. The mean
values of the frequency-domain alignment and time-zero cancellation phases
have different values because the frequency-domain alignment is aligned to the
first sample, while the time-zero cancellation phase is set to zero at m = 0 and
m = 1.

0

Fig. 4. Comparison between the measured and calculated standard deviation
for different tones in a multitone signal when using the time-zero cancellation
method. The time-zero cancellation phase is set to zero with zero variance at
k = 1; m = 0; and k = 1; m = 1, and has increasing standard deviation for
frequencies further away. The standard deviation in the time-zero cancellation
phase is calculated from (24) using the average variance of the frequency-domain alignment phase. This is contrasted with the standard deviation using the
time- and frequency-domain alignment methods. The time-zero cancellation results in higher standard deviation compared to the alignment methods, but only
requires arbitrary target phases.

0

0

time-zero cancellation (19) phase, time-domain signal-alignment (5) phase and frequency-domain alignment (8) phase,
172 measurements were performed. The frequency-domain
alignment was implemented using MATLAB1 code from [9] and
the time-domain signal-alignment method was implemented
using a modified version of the code. The phase of the first
measurement is used as the explicit target phase required to
align the remaining 171 measurements.
The time-zero cancellation phase and frequency-domain
alignment phase for eight tones of the multitone signal are
shown in Fig. 3. The frequency-domain alignment phase and
time-zero cancellation phase are represented with an error bar
giving the minimum and maximum measured values around
a mean. The frequency-domain alignment phase has fairly
constant variance across the frequency range, resulting in fairly
constant error bar size. The time-zero cancellation phase is set
,
to zero with zero variance at the reference frequencies (
, and
,
) and has increasing sample
spread for frequencies further away. The mean values of the
frequency-domain alignment and time-zero cancellation phases
have different values because the frequency-domain alignment
is aligned to the first sample, while the time-zero cancellation
and
.
phase is set to zero at
The measured standard deviation for the time-zero cancellation phase, calculated standard deviation (24) for the timezero cancellation phase, measured standard deviation for the frequency-domain alignment, and measured standard deviation for
the time-domain signal-alignment are shown in Fig. 4. The calculated standard deviation in the time-zero cancellation phase
is the average variance of the fre(24) is evaluated where
quency-domain alignment phase.
1MATLAB

is a registered trademark of The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA.

Fig. 5. Phase deviation from the mean of the frequency-domain alignment
phase and time-zero cancellation phase for samples of the 9.998-GHz tone
against the 10.001-GHz tone. A 95% confidence region (29) for the mean of
the time-zero cancellation phase is defined on the plot, where  is the average
variance of the frequency-domain alignment phase. Analysis of multiple tones
is possible, but it is difficult to graph more than three tones.

As the presented theory predicts, the time-zero cancellation
method amplifies the variance of the underlying measurements
used. This increase in variance was quite significant for the multitone measurement considered. The time-domain signal-alignment and frequency-domain alignment methods have significantly lower variance across the bandwidth than the time-zero
cancellation method.
Fig. 5 plots the deviation from the mean of the frequency-domain alignment phase and time-zero cancellation phase for samples of the 9.998-GHz tone against the 10.001-GHz tone. This
plot clearly shows the high correlation between the tones of
the time-zero cancellation phase. This is in contrast to the frequency-domain alignment phase, which has low correlation between the tones. A high correlation in the time-zero cancellation
phase is observed between the 9.998- and 10.001-GHz tone because both tones share a component due to the tone at
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Fig. 6. Measured magnitude spectrum for two-tone test of a Mini-Circuits amplifier. The distortion products have smaller amplitude than the fundamental
tones.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the calculated standard deviation (24) and standard deviation in the measured phase of the time-zero cancellation method for the tones
in Fig. 6. The calculated standard deviation (24) was evaluated, where 
was
the variance of the frequency-domain alignment phase.

at the output of the amplifier. The calculated standard deviation (24) and standard deviation in the measured phase for the
time-zero cancellation method is shown in Fig. 8. The calculated
was the varistandard deviation (24) was evaluated, where
ance of the frequency-domain alignment phase.
The difference in variance between the time-zero cancellation phase and alignment methods is not as significant as in the
multitone example because the variance of the phase of the fundamental tones is less than that in the phase of the distortion
products. Thus, two-tone distortion measurements are a possible
candidate for time-zero cancellation methods, coupled with an
appropriate covariance matrix.
Fig. 7. Comparison of the standard deviation in the phase for the time-domain signal-alignment and frequency-domain alignment methods for the tones
in Fig. 6. The frequency-domain alignment problem was weighted by an estimate of the variance of the measured phase.

and
. A 95% confidence region (29) for the mean of the
is
time-zero cancellation phase is defined in the plot, where
the average variance of the frequency-domain alignment phase.
B. Two-Tone Measurement
For the two-tone measurement, two equal-amplitude tones
were generated with an Agilent E8267C PSG and used to drive
a Mini-Circuits amplifier. The distortion at the output of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 6.
Comparison of the standard deviation in the phase for the
time-domain signal-alignment (5) and frequency-domain alignment (8) methods is shown in Fig. 7. The magnitude of the distortion products is less than the fundamental tones and, thus, the
variance of the measured phase cannot be assumed equal. Therefore, the frequency-domain alignment problem was weighted
by an estimate of the variance of the measured phase (the variance of the measured phase was estimated by first differencing
sequential measurements to remove the trend in the measured
data).
The time-zero cancellation phase (19) was calculated with
set to 992 MHz and
to 960 MHz, the fundamental tones

VII. APPLICATIONS
The alignment methods were shown to have good immunity
to measurement noise, but require explicit target phase values.
Alignment methods can be used to align narrow- or wide-bandwidth multitone signals.
The fundamental alignment and time-zero cancellation
methods are appropriate for weakly nonlinear distortion measurements where the variance of the phase for the distortion
products is greater than the reference tones. Two-tone amplifier
distortion measurements are a good candidate for time-zero
cancellation methods, as the increase in variance tends to be
small and good models can be extracted when coupled with the
correct covariance matrix.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Several phase determination methods have been evaluated
in terms of their performance in the presence of measurement
noise. It was found that the alignment methods perform well in
the presence of measurement noise, but require explicit target
phases. The time-zero cancellation methods do not perform as
well in the presence of measurement noise, but only require arbitrary target phase values. Covariance matrices have been derived
that take into account the increased variance and the correlation
between the phases at different frequencies that is introduced by
the time-zero cancellation method.
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